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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims the benefit of
United States Provisional Application Serial No.
60/673,308 filed on April 20, 2005, and is a continuation-
in-part of co-pending United States Patent Application
Serial No. 10/877,112 filed on June 25, 2004, which
claims the benefits of United States Provisional Applica-
tion Serial No. 60/508,949, filed October 6, 2003, and
United States Provisional Application Serial No.
60/508,950, also filed October 6, 2003, and is a contin-
uation-in-part of co-pending United States Application
Serial No. 10/714,295, filed on November 14, 2003,
which claims the benefit of United States Provisional Ap-
plication Serial No. 60/455,301, filed on March 17, 2003.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The present invention relates to grounding de-
vices for controlling shaft current that is generated in AC
variable speed motors or DC motors, generators, and
other rotating shafts and, more specifically, to non-con-
tacting grounding devices. A shaft current control brush
ring assembly according to the preamble of claim I is
known from EP-A-1 523 086. From US 2002/0121 821
A it is known to remove unwanted shaft currents from
motors by placing a seal or bushing in contact with the
motor housing and the motor shaft. EP-A-1 460 885 de-
scribes a static neutralizer for a moving component in-
cluding a plurality of filaments on a conductive strip, with
tips of the filaments disposed adjacent but spaced from
the moving component.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] Shaft induced electrical current is experienced
in electrical motors, and is commonly experienced with
three-phase motors driven by variable speed drives. Var-
iable speed drives utilize pulse width modulation tech-
nology to vary the speed of AC motors, thereby allowing
use of less-expensive AC motors in applications where
more expensive DC motors had been used previously.
A drawback to the use of AC motors with variable speed
drives is that higher common mode voltage (CMV) is gen-
erated by the variable speed drive that increases shaft
induced currents.
[0004] Voltage on the motor shaft induces current flow
through the shaft bearings to the motor frame and then
to ground. While the motor is running, the bearings be-
come more resistive to current flow, causing a buildup of
charge on the shaft surfaces. Over a short period of time,
the CMV causes electrical charges to build to a high level.
As the electrical charges pass the threshold level of the
least electrically resistant path, usually through the ball
bearings on the shaft, an instantaneous burst or dis-
charge of electrical energy passes through the bearing.

This discharge causes electric discharge machining
(EDM), which can damage the surfaces of the bearing
races and the balls in the bearing. The electrical energy
burst creates fusion craters, and particulate from the cra-
ter formation remains inside the sealed bearing. Both the
fusion crater and the particulate material in the bearing
act to disturb the free flow rotation of the bearing, which
can lead to physical damage and premature bearing fail-
ure.
[0005] A number of mitigation technologies have been
used in attempts to overcome this problem. Known at-
tempts include using conductive bearing grease, insulat-
ing the bearings and using copper/phosphorus brushes
and a Faraday shield. A common, somewhat cost-effec-
tive solution that has been used is to ground the shaft
using spring-loaded copper brushes that provide a con-
tinuous flow of current to ground. Copper brushes, how-
ever, wear out quite rapidly and require frequent, periodic
service and replacement. Additionally, oxide build-up on
the shaft and other barriers between the brushes and the
shaft reduce the current flow and cause a burst of elec-
trical energy across the brush and shaft. Spring-loaded
brushes also tend to vibrate due to alternating frictional
stick/slip relationships between the brush and the shaft
surface. Vibration of the brushes, from whatever cause,
can result in undesirable sparking.
[0006] The aforementioned parent application Serial
No. 10/877,112 discloses a grounding brush for mitigat-
ing electrical current on motor shafts including conductive
filaments in a holder surrounding the shaft. The brush
can be used as a non-contacting ionizer to reduce the
amount of electrical charges on the isolated shaft or on
an isolated roller.
[0007] What is needed in the art is a grounding system
that can be used effectively for a prolonged period of
time, requiring minimal service or replacement, and that
can be installed easily and quickly in the assembly of
new motors and as a retrofit for existing motors.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The invention is defined in the independent
claim 1. Embodiments of the invention are subject of the
dependent claims 2-10. This provides a grounding brush
assembly that can be press-fit into a modified end plate
of a motor or can be clamped in place on the shaft of the
motor for retrofit applications without modification to the
motor end plate.
[0009] An advantage of the present invention is pro-
viding an effective conductive brush assembly to reduce
shaft current on electrical motors.
[0010] Another advantage of the present invention is
providing a grounding device for electrical motor shafts
that functions effectively for a prolonged period of time
without service, maintenance or repair.
[0011] Still another advantage of the present invention
is providing a conductive brush system having improved
conductivity therethrough for improved grounding per-
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formance of the device through precise, optimal position-
ing of the components thereof.
[0012] A still further advantage of the present invention
is providing a grounding device for electrical motors that
is readily adapted to motors of different sizes.
[0013] Yet another advantage of the present invention
is providing a shaft current control brush ring assembly
that can be installed quickly and easily in new motors
during manufacture or can be retrofit on existing motors
without significant modification to the motor.
[0014] Other features and advantages of the invention
will become apparent to those skilled in the art upon re-
view of the following detailed description, claims and
drawings in which like numerals are used to designate
like features.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] Fig. 1 is a cross-sectional view of a shaft current
control brush ring assembly in accordance with the
present invention;
[0016] Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional view of a shaft current
control brush ring assembly mounted in a machined bore
in the faceplate of an electric motor;
[0017] Fig. 3 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a
portion of the shaft current control brush ring assembly
shown in Fig. 1;
[0018] Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view of a shaft current
control brush ring assembly in accordance with the
present invention for use with a motor having an annular
slinger; and
[0019] Fig. 5 is a fragmentary cross-sectional view of
a shaft current control brush ring assembly in accordance
with the present invention illustrating an attachment sys-
tem utilizing a clamp to retrofit the ring assembly on a
motor.
[0020] Before the embodiments of the invention are
explained in detail, it is to be understood that the invention
is not limited in its application to the details of construction
and the arrangements of the components set forth in the
following description or illustrated in the drawings. The
invention is capable of other embodiments and of being
practiced or being carried out in various ways within the
scope of the appended claims. Also, it is understood that
the phraseology and terminology used herein are for the
purpose of description and should not be regarded as
limiting. The use herein of "including", "comprising" and
variations thereof is meant to encompass the items listed
thereafter and equivalents thereof, as well as additional
items and equivalents thereof.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENT

[0021] Referring now more specifically to the drawings
and to Fig. 1 in particular, numeral 10 designates a shaft
current control brush ring assembly in accordance with
the present invention. Brush ring assembly 10 is installed

on a motor 12 (Fig. 2) and specifically in a faceplate 14
of motor 12 for dissipating electrical charges that may
build up on a shaft 16 of motor 12. It should be understood
that brush ring assembly 10 can be provided in a variety
of different sizes for use in motors of different types and
on shafts 16 of different diameters.
[0022] Brush ring assembly 10 is of generally annular
shape, surrounding shaft 16. Brush ring assembly 10 is
secured to faceplate 14 and is operatively arranged be-
tween shaft 16 and faceplate 14. Brush ring assembly
10 is continuously operative to dissipate electrical charg-
es that build on motor shaft 16 during operation of motor
12 by transferring the charges from shaft 16 to faceplate
14 and the grounding circuit of motor 12.
[0023] Brush ring assembly 10 includes an annular cup
20 and a brush assembly 22 disposed therein. Cup 20
includes an outer band 24, an inner barrier 26 and an
outer lip 28. Together, outer band 24, inner lip 26 and
outer lip 28 form an annular shell or channel-like cup 20
in which brush assembly 22 is disposed. Cup 20 is made
of conductive materials and has mechanical properties
necessary for mounting the assembly to faceplate 14 as
will be described hereinafter. Accordingly, cup 20 can be
made of aluminum, stainless steel, bronze, copper or oth-
er suitable material.
[0024] Brush assembly 22 includes a plurality of indi-
vidual fiber filaments 30 that may be arranged individu-
ally, in a substantially continuous annular ring or in bun-
dles circumferentially around shaft 16. Each filament 30
is a fine, hair-like structure and is made from carbon fib-
ers, stainless steel, conductive plastics such as acrylic
or nylon fibers, or any other conductive fiber-type filament
that can be provided with diameters sufficiently small to
induce ionization when in the presence of an electrical
field. Filaments 30 generally have diameters less than
about 150 microns. Preferably, filaments 30 have diam-
eters within a range of about 5 microns to about 100
microns.
[0025] With reference to the enlarged, fragmentary
view of Fig. 3, filaments 30, or bundles thereof, are held
between an annular inner plate 32 and an annular outer
plate 34. Distal end portions of filaments 30 extend past
the inner diameters of annular inner plate 32 and annular
outer plate 34. Filaments 30 or bundles thereof can be
secured to inner plate 32 and outer plate 34 by conductive
adhesive, adhesive tape or other suitable means (not
shown). Alternatively, filaments 30 can be placed directly
against the confronting surfaces of inner plate 32 and
outer plate 34 and held therein in a press-fit arrangement
in cup 20, with lip 28 hold brush assembly 22 against
inner barrier 26.
[0026] Inner plate 32 and outer plate 34 are made of
conductive materials for the transfer of electrical charge
from filaments 30 to cup 20, and can be made of alumi-
num, stainless steel, bronze, copper or other suitable ma-
terial. An annular shield 36 is provided on the outer side
of outer plate 34 and has a central opening of smaller
diameter than inner plate 32 and outer plate 34, and only
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slightly larger than the diameter of shaft 16. Accordingly,
shield 36 covers and protects filaments 30 but is in
spaced relation thereto, being separated and spaced
from filaments 30 by the thickness of outer plate 34.
Shield 36 is spaced minimally from shaft 16 so that only
a small gap 38 remains between shield 36 and shaft 16,
to inhibit ingress of contaminants to brush assembly 22.
[0027] Fig. 2 illustrates the manner in which brush ring
assembly 10 is installed in faceplate 14. Specifically,
faceplate 14 includes a precisely machined recess 40
therein of appropriate diameter to receive cup 20 in a
press-fit arrangement. Brush assembly 22 is installed in
cup 20, with lip 28 folded inwardly to compress the as-
sembly of brush assembly 22 within cup 20. The com-
pleted assembly of brush ring assembly 10 is pressed
into recess 40 and held therein by an interference fit re-
lationship. Lip 28 is angularly oriented, and can be slightly
outward of the outer surface of faceplate 14 as well as
outer plate 34, to direct contaminants away from brush
assembly 22. Any fluids or debris cascading down face-
plate 14 are diverted outwardly by lip 28. Precise ma-
chining of recess 40 facilitates accurate, optimal posi-
tioning of filaments 30 relative to shaft 16 for optimal per-
formance of shaft current control brush ring assembly
10. Cup 20 can be tapered or chamfered at the junction
of inner barrier 26 and outer barrier 24 to facilitate inser-
tion of cup 20 into recess 40.
[0028] When installed, filaments 30 can be in direct
contact with shaft 16 as a grounding brush, for direct
transfer of electrical charge from shaft 16 to brush ring
assembly 10. Alternatively, filaments 30 can be minimally
spaced from shaft 16 such that, as an electrical field is
generated by charges building on shaft 16, an ionized
field is created, allowing indirect transfer of charges from
shaft 16 to filaments 30. In still another suitable arrange-
ment, the fine, lightweight filaments 30 are in contact with
shaft 16 when motor 10 is at rest or is operating at slow
speeds. As the speed of shaft 16 increases during startup
and use, air currents move filaments 30 away from shaft
16. Eliminating or reducing the time period of frictional
contact between filaments 30 and shaft 16 reduces wear
and prolongs the life of filaments 30. Faceplate 14 is elec-
trically connected to ground, and charges building on
shaft 16 are dissipated to ground through brush ring as-
sembly 10 before arcing can occur.
[0029] Fig. 4 illustrates a further embodiment of the
present invention in which a slinger 42 is provided at the
outer lip of cup 20. Slinger 42 is of conventional design,
well known to those skilled in the art. Slinger 42 is mount-
ed on shaft 16 for rotation therewith. Debris or fluids con-
tacting sling 42 are propelled outwardly and away from
brush assembly 22 by the centrifugal action of the rotating
slinger. Any fluids or debris cascading down faceplate
14 are diverted by lip 28 to the outer surface of slinger
42, to be driven away as described above.
[0030] Fig. 5 illustrates yet another embodiment of the
present invention in which a plurality of clamps 50 hold
shaft current control brush ring assembly 10 in operating

position on faceplate 14. While only one clamp 50 is
shown, it should be understood that several clamps 50
positioned around assembly 10 can be used. Shaft cur-
rent control brush ring assembly 10 is placed against an
outer surface 52 of faceplate 14 for installation. Clamps
50 include a base 54 against outer surface 52 and a riser
56 substantially perpendicular to base 54 and extending
along side outer band 24. An annular hooked end 58
overlaps and engages outer lip 28. Hooked end 58 is
engaged against shield 36 and lip 28 to hold brush ring
assembly 10 firmly against faceplate 14. Fasteners 60 in
the nature of screws or bolts are received in holes 62
provided in faceplate 14. Clamps 50 can be of a spring-
like design to forcibly hold brush ring assembly 10 against
faceplate 14. It should be understood that while a plurality
of clamps 50 can be used, a clamping ring of annular
design also can be used. In an annular design the indi-
vidual components need not be annular to extend com-
pletely around brush ring assembly 10 uninterrupted.
One or more of base 54, riser 56 and hooked end 58 can
be provided as multiple segments or continuously annu-
lar. For example, a plurality of individual riser segments
can be used between an annular base 54 and an annular
hooked end 58, or with a segmented base or a segment-
ed hooked end. An annular riser 56 can be used with a
segmented base and/or a segmented hooked end.
[0031] Using clamps 50, or one of the variations there-
of as described above, ring assembly 10 can be retrofit
on a motor quickly and easily without modification of the
motor except for drilling appropriate holes 62 for receiving
fasteners-60. Retrofit is easy and quick.

Claims

1. A shaft current control brush ring assembly (10) com-
prising a brush assembly (22) having an annular in-
ner plate (32), an annular outer plate (34) and a plu-
rality of filaments (30) secured between said inner
plate and said outer plate, said filaments (30) having
distal ends extending radially inwardly beyond said
inner and outer plates (32, 34),
characterized in that the brush assembly (22) is
disposed in a cup (20) having a radial outer band
(24) between an inner barrier (26) and an outer lip
(28); and the brush assembly (22) is held between
said inner barrier (26) and said lip (28).

2. The shaft current control brush ring assembly of
claim1, being for a motor (12) having a faceplate (14)
and a shaft (16), said cup (20) with said brush as-
sembly (22) therein being adapted to be disposed
around said motor shaft (16) and secured to said
motor faceplate (14).

3. The shaft current control brush ring assembly of
claim 1 or 2, said cup (20) being secured in a recess
(40) in the faceplate (14).
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4. The shaft current control brush ring assembly of
claim 1 or 2, said cup (20) being secured against a
surface of said faceplate (14).

5. The shaft current control brush ring assembly of
claim 1 or 2, including a clamp (50) secured to the
faceplate (14) and holding said cup (20) against an
outer surface (52) of the faceplate (14).

6. The shaft current control brush ring assembly of
claim 5, said clamp (50) including a fastener (60)
engaged in a hole (62) in said faceplate (14).

7. The shaft current control brush ring assembly of
claim 6, said clamp (50) having a base (54) against
the outer surface (52) of the faceplate (14), a riser
(56) projecting outwardly from said base (54) along
said band (24) and a hooked end (58) engaged
against said lip (28).

8. The shaft current control brush ring assembly of at
least one of the preceding claims, said brush assem-
bly (22) having a shield (36) disposed against said
outer plate (34) and held thereagainst by said lip (28).

9. The shaft current control brash ring assembly of
claim 8, including a slinger (42) disposed outwardly
of said shield (36).

10. An electric motor (12) comprising a motor faceplate
(14), a motor shaft (16) extending outwardly of said
faceplate (14) and a shaft current control brush ring
assembly (10) according to at least one of the pre-
ceding claims disposed around said shaft (16) and
secured to said faceplate (14).

Patentansprüche

1. Bürstenringanordnung (10) für eine Wellenstrom-
steuerung mit einer Bürstenanordnung (22), die eine
ringförmige Innenplatte (32), eine ringförmige Au-
ßenplatte (34) und mehrere zwischen der Innenplat-
te und der Außenplatte befestigte Filamente (30) um-
fasst, wobei die Filamente (30) distale Ende aufwei-
sen, die sich radial nach innen über die Innen- und
Außenplatte (32, 34) hinaus erstrecken,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Bürstenanordnung (22) in einer Schale (20) an-
geordnet ist, die ein radial äußeres Band (24) zwi-
schen einer inneren Sperre (26) und einer äußeren
Lippe (28) aufweist; und die Bürstenanordnung (22)
zwischen der inneren Sperre (26) und der Lippe (28)
festgehalten wird.

2. Bürstenringanordnung für eine Wellenstromsteue-
rung nach Anspruch 1, die für einen Motor (12) mit
einer Abdeckung (14) und einer Welle (16) bestimmt

ist, wobei die Schale (20) mit der Bürstenanordnung
(22) darin dazu ausgeführt ist, um die Motorwelle
(16) herum angeordnet und an der Motorabdeckung
(14) befestigt zu werden.

3. Bürstenringanordnung für eine Wellenstromsteue-
rung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Schale (20)
in einer Aussparung (40) in der Abdeckung (14) be-
festigt ist.

4. Bürstenringanordnung für eine Wellenstromsteue-
rung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei die Schale (20)
an einer Fläche der Abdeckung (14) befestigt ist.

5. Bürstenringanordnung für eine Wellenstromsteue-
rung nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, die eine Klemme (50)
enthält, die an der Abdeckung (14) befestigt ist und
die Schale (20) an einer Außenfläche (52) der Ab-
deckung (14) festhält.

6. Bürstenringanordnung für eine Wellenstromsteue-
rung nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Klemme (50) ein
Befestigungselement (60) enthält, das in ein Loch
(62) in der Abdeckung (14) eingreift.

7. Bürstenringanordnung für eine Wellenstromsteue-
rung nach Anspruch 6, wobei die Klemme (50) eine
Basis (54) an der Außenfläche (52) der Abdeckung
(14), ein Senkrechtteil (56), das von der Basis (54)
entlang dem Band (24) nach außen vorragt, und ein
Hakenende (58), das an die Lippe (28) angreift, auf-
weist.

8. Bürstenringanordnung für eine Wellenstromsteue-
rung nach mindestens einem der vorhergehenden
Ansprüche, wobei die Bürstenanordnung (22) eine
Abschirmung (36) aufweist, die an der Außenplatte
(34) angeordnet ist und durch die Lippe (28) daran
festgehalten wird.

9. Bürstenringanordnung für eine Wellenstromsteue-
rung nach Anspruch 8, die einen Abspritzring (42)
enthält, der außerhalb der Abschirmung (36) ange-
ordnet ist.

10. Elektromotor (12) mit einer Motorabdeckplatte (14),
einer Motorwelle (16), die sich von der Abdeckplatte
(14) nach außen erstreckt, und eine Bürstenringan-
ordnung (10) für eine Wellenstromsteuerung nach
mindestens einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche,
die um die Welle (16) herum angeordnet und an der
Abdeckung (14) befestigt ist.

Revendications

1. Ensemble de couronne porte-balais de régulation de
courant d’arbre (10), comprenant un ensemble de
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balais (22) ayant une plaque annulaire interne (32),
une plaque annulaire externe (34) et une pluralité de
filaments (30) fixés entre ladite plaque interne et la-
dite plaque externe, lesdits filaments (30) ayant des
extrémités distales s’étendant radialement vers l’in-
térieur au-delà desdites plaques interne et externe
(32, 34), caractérisé en ce que l’ensemble de balais
(22) est disposé dans une coupelle (20) ayant une
bande radiale externe (24) entre une barrière interne
(26) et une lèvre externe (28) ; et l’ensemble de ba-
lais (22) est maintenu entre ladite barrière interne
(26) et ladite lèvre (28).

2. Ensemble de couronne porte-balais de régulation de
courant d’arbre selon la revendication 1, prévu pour
un moteur (12) ayant une plaque frontale (14) et un
arbre (16), ladite coupelle (20) avec ledit ensemble
de balais (22) à l’intérieur étant adaptée de manière
à être disposée autour dudit arbre (16) du moteur et
fixée à ladite plaque frontale (14) du moteur.

3. Ensemble de couronne porte-balais de régulation de
courant d’arbre selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans
lequel ladite coupelle (20) est fixée dans un retrait
(40) dans la plaque frontale (14).

4. Ensemble de couronne porte-balais de régulation de
courant d’arbre selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans
lequel ladite coupelle (20) est fixée contre une sur-
face de ladite plaque frontale (14).

5. Ensemble de couronne porte-balais de régulation de
courant d’arbre selon la revendication 1 ou 2, com-
portant une pince (50) fixée à la plaque frontale (14)
et retenant ladite coupelle (20) contre une surface
externe (52) de la plaque frontale (14).

6. Ensemble de couronne porte-balais de régulation de
courant d’arbre selon la revendication 5, dans lequel
ladite pince (50) comporte une attache (60) engagée
dans un trou (62) dans ladite plaque frontale (14).

7. Ensemble de couronne porte-balais de régulation de
courant d’arbre selon la revendication 6, dans lequel
ladite pince (50) a une base (54) contre la surface
externe (52) de la plaque frontale (14), un montant
(56) saillant vers l’extérieur depuis ladite base (54)
le long de ladite bande (24) et une extrémité crochue
(58) étant engagée contre ladite lèvre (28).

8. Ensemble de couronne porte-balais de régulation de
courant d’arbre selon l’une quelconque des reven-
dications précédentes, dans lequel ledit ensemble
de balais (22) a un blindage (36) disposé contre la-
dite plaque externe (34) et maintenu contre celle-ci
par ladite lèvre (28).

9. Ensemble de couronne porte-balais de régulation de

courant d’arbre selon la revendication 8, comportant
une bague de projection (42) disposée vers l’exté-
rieur dudit blindage (36).

10. Moteur électrique (12) comprenant une plaque fron-
tale de moteur (14), un arbre de moteur (16) s’éten-
dant vers l’extérieur de ladite plaque frontale (14) et
un ensemble de couronne porte-balais de régulation
de courant d’arbre (10) selon au moins l’une quel-
conque des revendications précédentes, disposé
autour dudit arbre (16) et fixé à ladite plaque frontale
(14).
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